Measures adopted in specific companies:

**Arla Foods Demark:** local agreement on how work is organized, so shifts avoid meeting each other and working time overlap; how workers act at their workstation, starting to disinfect everything they are coming into contact with during shifts. Reduced number of employees in the canteens, maintaining distance between employees. They find it as an add-on in a company used to high hygienical standards.

The shop stewards have mentioned problems with the dialog with the management due to different demands regarding Covid-19 in Denmark, Sweden, Germany, Finland, The Netherlands and Great Brittan.

**Danish Crown:** there is no agreement due to the employees don’t thing the management want to address the employees concerns.

Some protective measures have been taken at the production line, including protection gear for the workers, in order to limit contact between the employees by shielding them off from each other. Restrictions in canteens.